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current on world events, or to experience honesty and transparency in your news coverage,
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a member or to make a donation to Global Research now!
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Saudi Crown Prince Mohammed bin Salman Pulls Out of Planned Meeting in Washington with
Netanyahu

By David Hearst, August 27, 2020

The plan fell apart on Saturday when the crown prince received reports that the visit had
been leaked. His bottom-line condition with the White House was that the visit should go
ahead in total secrecy and that his presence in the capital would only be known once the
event itself was taking place.

Is the UN Preparing for the “Second Covid Lockdown”? Oppressive Measures Worldwide,
Obedience and Acceptance…

By Peter Koenig, August 26, 2020

We know by now that nothing of this, face masks, social distancing, quarantine, lockdown,
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vaccination, or any other repressive measure have anything to do with covid. They are
means and instruments for the New World Order (NWO) to “train” the population for total
obedience and control by an invisible super power.

Trump’s Postmaster General Should be Returned to Sender

By James E. Varner, August 27, 2020

Postal  employees  pride  ourselves  on  a  culture  of  never  delaying  the  mail.  Our  unofficial
mantra can best be summed up as, “Mail that comes in today, goes out today — no matter
what.”

We are now being told to ignore that. If  mail  can’t get delivered or processed without
overtime, it is supposed to sit and wait. That can mean big delays.

Watch: French Professor Says There Is No Second Wave

By Prof. Jean-François Toussaint and OffGuardian, August 27, 2020

In a recent interview on French television Prof. Jean-François Toussaint of the Université
Paris-Descartes has said that hysteria over a “second wave” in France is based on the
widespread misinterpretation of data.

Lockdowns and Mask Mandates Do Not Lead to Reduced COVID Transmission Rates or
Deaths, New Study Suggests

By Prof. Stephen C. Miller, August 27, 2020

The  paper’s  conclusion  is  that  the  data  trends  observed  above  likely  indicate  that
nonpharmaceutical interventions (NPIs) – such as lockdowns, closures, travel restrictions,
stay-home orders, event bans, quarantines, curfews, and mask mandates – do not seem to
affect virus transmission rates overall.

Why?  Because  those  policies  have  varied  in  their  timing  and  implementation  across
countries and states, but the trends in outcomes do not.

After Beirut Blast, Israel Revives Tales of Hezbollah Ammonium Nitrate Terror Plots

By Gareth Porter, August 27, 2020
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Israeli intelligence is polishing off a dubious propaganda campaign to suggest Hezbollah was
to blame for the recent catastrophe in Beirut. But the factual record either contradicts Israeli
claims or reveals a complete dearth of evidence.

Global Capitalism, “World Government” and the Corona Crisis

By Prof Michel Chossudovsky, August 27, 2020

The COVID-19 crisis is marked by a public health “emergency” under WHO auspices which is
being used as a pretext and a  justification to triggering a Worldwide process of economic,
social  and political  restructuring.  Social  engineering is  being applied.  Governments are
pressured  into  extending  the  lockdown,  despite  its  devastating  economic  and  social
consequences.

Financial Meltdown and the Bailouts: The Role of Speculative Trade. Wall Street Criminality
on Display

By Anthony Hall, August 26, 2020

The termination of the regulatory framework put in place by the Glass Steagall Act opened
much  new  space  for  all  kinds  of  experiments  in  the  manipulation  of  money  in  financial
markets.   They  developed  all  sorts  of  ways  of  elaborating  their  financial  services  and
presenting  them  in  new  packages.
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